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About This Game

Jump in to intense turret defense action with Sol Survivor! Build turrets to defend your colony and the innocent colonists within.
Smash enemies with volleys of actively-controlled orbital support. Play with friends in co-operative and competitive multiplayer

matches or test your mettle against our new Survival mode!

Orbital Support - Get up close and personal with the enemy by calling down orbital lasers, salvos of artillery and many
other weapons in support of your turrets. Never be stuck wishing your turrets could fire just one more shot!

Huge Turret Arsenal - Twenty-six turrets are at the ready in the fight against the enemy, with each one filling a unique
role. Try "old-time" strategies like cannons and mortars or ramp up the technology with banks of lasers and automated
drones!

10 Unique Playstyles - Ten distinct executive officers bring unique combinations of turrets and support to the
battlefield. Choose a favorite or pick the officer that best suits the challenge at hand!

Immersive Camera and Controls - With a full rotational camera, the battlefield is at your fingertips. View the action
from afar and plan strategies or get in close for precise actions!

Exciting Co-Op and Multiplayer Modes - Choose from up to four game modes: the casual Duo mode, flexible Versus
mode, challenging Co-Op or competitive Wars mode. Play with up to 8 friends!
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Survival Mode - Fight against tougher and tougher waves of enemies crafted randomly to create new challenges with
each game. Challenge your friends to beat your best times!

In-Game Encyclopedia - Always be well informed about the turrets and the enemy by consulting the in-game
encyclopedia. Read up before starting a battle or check up on your knowledge quickly from the field.
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Great mod for Company of Heroes, best one in my oppinion only second to Blitzkrieg. A must try!. It looked like it should be
fun, but wasn't. I hate to run down anyone's creative output, but this game just doesn't offer anything except a version of Risk
that doesnt work as well as Risk does. It is simplistic like Risk (simplistic=too simple), then adds the concept of seasons and
some other things, but the add-ons increase the tedious work of playing. Never enough boats to transport the troops, or else
never enough troops for the huge amount of boats. Nothing happens unless it's Spring. There is no real strategy, just build
massive piles of armies and easily (but in a protracted and tedious fashion) conquer the map. Meanwhile the computer AI will
do silly things: playing as the USA, Japan kept invading South America while ignoring China\/Manchuria. Really? Japan wants
Honduras so badly that they keep taking it over while I gobble up their backyard in Asia? I hate to be so negative, but this is
barely an actual game. Compounding the problem is a huge quantity of territories, any one of which or small collection of which
don't really matter. No territory is very important strategically. If you know Risk, you'll recall how you can block connections
between continents and fortify them. In this game, you just build lots of ships and take over any random place on the board...and
the computer does the same.

The graphics are attractive, and perhaps the game is simply someone else's cup of tea, but I would avoid.. This DLC take the
game to a higher level!
The original story is good enough. However, it became exceptional when the DLC was released.
The new story is more touching than the main one. And the best thing is every ending from the main game have its own
continuation.
All ending in this new content are great, that is certain. And I think sage ending is the best one amongst all.
Sunlight is definitely great, but the light from a flickering candle in a dark chamber is much more beautiful. That is just my
personal opinion.

By the way, I really like the new dress room system. It's a nice attempt, I guess.
Under the premise of premium story, I'm glad to see the team is passionate about improving their games.
Anyway, a outstanding game with such low price? That's a steal!. I like players life. It´s a fun game with a whacky parody-like
sense of humor through it´s story mode, much like Postal 2 (although not containing the same psychotic humor ofc).

The levels varies in design very well and some of them looks beutiful even with todays standards in the graphics area. The bad
thing is that the enemy hordes never get as big in SS2 as they did in the first game and its expansion.

I´d recommend this game to everyone who likes whacky humor (Saints Row, Postal etc etc) and of course, to those who enjoy
blasting the living hell out of everything that moves!. Literally crashes before it properly opens. A straight up scam, I'm
refunding asap. Good for concealing your activities:

https://discord.gg/9C9snBK. This game was awesome and although it is short, it is an excellent game to sit down and play with a
friend and have a few laughs. There is not much replayability in it but for $6 the game was more than worth it.. A difficult short
game where you shoot monsters and move on to next level. 9/10 great memes.. Feels like the game Monster Party but actually
fun and beatable by human standards. Had a much better time blowing $5.00 on this than renting a movie, even if it is a bit one
the short side.

Pros:
+Cheap
+Multiple playable characters
+Cool bosses
+Spooky jams
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+Good boss sprites

Cons:
-30 fps
-Few leaps of faith
-Instakill spikes
-Mediocre basic enemy sprite work

8/10 would buy over Eat, Pray, Love
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Game is easy to beat and fast, only fun part about his game would probably be trying to find all the treasures in free play mode
after you beat the level. Would recommended this if you want to have fun for a couple hours. Buy this game only when it's on
sale, not worth the $20 it is.

3.5/5. quot;AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA - *boom*" - Bomb Guy on Serious Sam 2. I agree with his statement.. The Sci-Fi and
Steam Punk Chess Pieces are great to look at.

Good game, it wins, I win, and lots of tutorial to help me play better.

Stable build and no crashes for me.

There might be better multiplayer chess software out there, but when I want to review how those games went, Pure Chess is the
go to.

THUMBS UP: GOOD GAME.. Heroes
-Scholar, possibly the one classic tank character, where he reduces damage dealt to him but heals it back quickly. He is capable
of dealing a lot of damage in single shots though, with prep, especially his one varient.

Villain
-Miss Information is a special character in that she can't be fought until some conditions are met. I have found this to be
frustrating but she is still a fun fight.

Enviroment
-The final wasteland is a simple enviroment that is fairly easy to work around. ranges from neutral to favoring the heroes.. What
a great way to make learning addition fun for kids! The gameplay is very simple - you are presented with an endless amount of
math questions and you get a point for every one you answer correctly. Challenge your children to beat their earlier high scores.

I am very impressed that this game was created and published by a 7 year old girl. By selling this game and getting so many
positive reviews she has already done much better than I have when it comes to making games. Well done, Penny! I hope you
make more games for us.
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